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For hunter-gatherer grottps, the dt'amatic changes in climote at the end o_f tlte lasr
glacial cycle necessitated reatrangement of land ttse, including shifts in mobility

strategies, settlement location. and resource use. We examine these behavioral

changes using lithic attribute data as u'ell as spatial distributions of atifacts

andfeattn'es. tlsing dataf"om intensive su've)t and excavation, vte trace hmnan

ecological respotxse through the onset of the ctu"r"ent interglacictl in central

Mediterranean Spain, comparatfuely far.fi'om the margins of the north-temperate

ice sheets.

Tug agRupt END oF TTIE LAST GLACIAL CYCI,E NECESSITATED DRAMATIC ADruSTMENTS in

human behavior. Forhunter-gathererpopulations. these adjustments often included

a ne\r' organiz.ation of land use. including shifts in resource use and rnobiliry

strategies. Although this topic is closely related to the question of the source of

the Neolithic in Iberia, this paper does not assume any' specific explanation for

the origin of the Neolithic. Whatever its origins, people of the Neolithic faced

unique environrnental conditions with the beginning of the Holocene. Sixteen
years of collaborative archaeological research in a srnall area of Mediteranean

Spain offers a windo$' into the human responses to the Pleistocene-Holocene

transition. The analy.ses presented here trace these changes through the onset of

the Holocene within th is resion.

CLIMATE

The onset of the cun'ent interglacial instigated many climatic changes. Data
extrapolated from ice cores indicate that dramatic temperature spikes occurred,
sometimes as quickly as within decades (GRIP 1993). Although the Mediteffanean
region did not experience the sa:rre kinds of environmental shifts that lvere seen
in giaciated and periglacial zones to the north, environmental fluctuations seem to
have been equally' abrupl and their effectsl,vere amplified by probable population
packing because this region served as a refugium for Lats Clacial human groups
(sensu Iochim 1987; Barlon et al. 1994). The Last Glacial was marked by aridity
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and ciirnatic variability in rnany places. But, as Richerson, Bo1,d, and Bettinger
noted in 2001, the onset of the Holocene rnarked a shift toward warmer, wetter
climate with increased stabilit"v. That stability may be the driving force behind
Neolithic intensifi cation.

The past climate specific to the Valencia region can be modeled using
macrophysical ciimate modeling developed by Reid Bryson at the University of
Wisconsin (Bryson and DeWall 2007). These rnodels can be used to retrodict
annual and rnonthl,v" climate patterns at individual weather stations for the past
40,000 years at a resolution of I 00 years. Figure 1 presents the results of such
modeling for a weather station located in the citv of Alcoi, southeastern Spain
(Figure 2). On the same ternporal scale, overall precipitation is contrasted with
changes in rain event intensity. January precipitation remains relatively stable
over time, but it does increase gradually, particuiarlv in the second half of the
Ilolocene. july precipitation, by contrast. varies dramatically. From the end of
the Pleistocene into the Holocene, Jul;-'precipitation fluctuated rapidly,. Horvever,
beginning at approximatell, 8.500 years ago, the Juii,' precipitation stabilized
for nearly three millennia. After that period of stability, oscillations resumed
and the overall amount of July precipitation decreased. The period of constancy
and pursuant instability are recognizable in rain event intensity as u'ell. Frorn
approximately 9,000 to 5,000 years ago, precipitation intensity in Septernber
was limited; rainfall occurred throughout the vear with a degree of constancy.
Horvever, beginning around 5,000 years ago, agriculturaiists u'ould l.rave been
faced with intense Septernber storms. It is apparent that agriculture began its
dominance not long after the onset of climatic stability in Mediterranean Spain.
Social complexity, including risk minimization strategies, boomed in the years
after the retum of clirnatic instability, which likely caused a jump in erosion.
This point also marks the onset of the resime curently known as the typical
Mediterranean climate.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA

'lhe archaeological data examined in this study come liom systernatic, intensive
(albeit limited) surveys and a few excavations in eight valleys in the central
Mediterranean coast of Spain: the Polop Alto. Middle Rio Serpis. Penaguila.
Alcal6, Gallinera, Gorgos, and the tlpper Ceta and Famorca (Figure 2). This
survey region transects an altitudinal gradient of ca. 900 m and covers an area
of ca. 1,800 krnr. The lithic sample sizes frorn this survey range frorn 1,100 to
3,800 ar"tifacts per valle,v. Our study area contains evidence of human occupation
as early as the Lower Paleolithic with relative continuity throueh historic periods.
Although these valleys cover only, a small portion of the Iberian Peninsula.
their long duration of occupation and densiry of artifacts make them useful for
understanding land use in this region. We focus on the I-ate Upper Paleolithic
through the Neoiithic, spanning the Tenninal Pleistocene into the mid-Holocene.
in four of these valleys: the Polop Alto, Middle Rfo Seryis, Penaguila, and Alcal6.
For the purpose of this anal-vsis, the Middle Paleolithic is considered to range
from 250,000 to 40,000 ep, the LJpper Paleolithic from 40,000 to 14,000 sp, the
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Y6ars before Present

Figure 1. Climate model for the past 12,000 years in Alcoi, Spain.

I'he top glaph indicaies rain event intensif;" for the month of September. The lower graph
presents rainfall quantities for January and July.

l.ate Upper Paleolithic/Mesolithic fiorn 14,000 to 5,600 Bp, the Eariy Neolithic

flon 5,600 to 4,500 Bpo and the Late Neolithic ffom 4,500 to 2,300 ep.

In a series ofpublicatiorrs ( I 999, 2002,2004), Barton and colleagues described
a method for establishing chronological control over surface artifact assemblages.
For each collection area, a Temporal Index (TI) was assigned based on the
cornposition of anifact assemblages. Proportions of key artifact types, as weli as
presence/absence of diagnostic types, form the basis for estimating the probability
that a given assemblage dates to a certain period. The Settlement Intensity Index
(SII), based on the Temporal Index, is weighted by artifact densities and serves
as a surrogate for occupational intensiry* across the landscape when scaled for
the time span for artifact accumulation in each chronological period. SII values
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Study Area
1. Polop Alto
2. Middle Serpis
3. Penaguila
4. Alcala
5. Gall inera
6. Gorgos
7. Upper Ceta

Kilometers

Figure 2. Map demonstrating surveyed areas in Mediterranean Spain
(from Barton et al. 1999).

allow us to isoiate and analyze the most intensiveiy used areas in each valley for
each time period. While this system of indices may appear to abstract the data, in
actuaiity it quantifies the decisions that archaeologists tvpicaily make conceming
survey assemblages and their temporal context.

Settlement Intensi4,
As is expected, Neolithic land use appears more intensive than Paleolithic land
use (F'igure 3). Considering the scaling of time spans, this indicates that artifact
accumulation rates rvere considerably more rapid during the Neolithic than in
the Paieolithic. However, the spatial configuration of land-use patterns varies as
well as the intensity. F'or example, even though evidence ofNeolithic occupation
in the Penaguila Valley becomes increasingly comtnon through time, the total
area of most intensive land use decreases from the Early to Late Neolithic. ln
other words, Paleolithic land use is more dispersed whereas Neolithic land use
is more clustered.

Local Densiry- Anaiysis (LDA), following the work of Johnson (1984) and
then Kintigh (1990), serves to summarize land-use dispersion across the vaileys
and time periods considered here. F'igure 4 shows the local density patterning for
the Polop Alto, Penaguila, Alcalii, and Muro valleys. I'he relative heights of the
cu.res in each graph indicate the degree of clustering, rvhile the size of clusters is
indicated by the rapidity with which a curve declines. Because the local density
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Figure 3. For each time period in each offour valleys, the pelcent ofsurveved
area demonstratine SII values in the 75th percentile and above

and ii the 90th percentile and above.

coefficient values are affected by the pafiicular spatial parameters of each area
analyzed, they are not directly comparable across the different survey areas. It is
the overall shape of the curves and variation among the curves of the temporal
phases rvithin each valley that are of importance here.

For the Alcalit Valley, the LDA curves do not displarv much difference per
tirne period. However, in the Polop Alto there is a marked change with the onset
of the Late Neolithic. The Paleolithic and Early Neolithic periods show a low
degree of clustering over continuously varying neighborhood sizes. Horvever, the
Late Neolithic displays a higher peak that declines across larger neighborhood
radii, those 400 m and above, which reflects a higli densitl, of land use over a large
primary' area. Tbe Penaguila Valley is similar to the Polop, except that the entire
Neolithic follows the strong clustering pattem. In other words, areas of intensive
land use were dispersed in the Paleolithic through Mesolithic but changed to a
clustered settlenent pattem with the Early Neolithic. Finaily, in the Muro area of
the Middle Serpis, the Paleolithic through Mesolithic shows a similarl-v dispersed
distribution, rvith the Earl1, Neolithic shor.ving more clustering and evidencing
ciusters that extend in size over larger neighborhood radii. However, the Late
Neolithic curve parallels the more dispersed Paleolithic ones, rather than the Early
Neolithic curve.
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Figure 4. Local density coefficients for increasing neighborhood sizes
per time period as calculated in each of four valleys.

Lithic Analy,sis
Understanding variability in lithic technology can be informative for the
explication of settlement systems, human mobility, and raw material procurement
(Barton 1990: Kuhn 1992; Shott 1996). Nelson (1991) has also noted that
technological organization responds to environmental conditions, including
resource predictability, distribution, periodicity, productivity, and mobility.
Lithics suggestive of curation were manufactured before their use was required,
enabled the econornic use of raw material, and were discarded toward the end of
their potential useJife; this is evident through tool maintenance and recycling
(Bamforth 1986; Nelson l99l; Shott 1996). These factors tend to make curated
tools more portable. an advantageous strategy for highiy rnobile people who need
to maintain sufficient cutting edge at a Iow weight, since curated tools must be
carried across the countryside (Kuhn 1992). Expedient tools, at the other end
of the continuum, were produced for the task(s) at hand and discarded before
their maxfunum utility was expended. Expedient behavior assumes the presence
of abundant raw material, but little tirne is required to rnanufacture tools. This
is often associated with stockpiling of raw material (Bamforth 1986; Nelson
1991; Shott 1996). Overall, for a given locality, lithic assemblages in which
stone curation was important are often characterized by comparatively smaller,

c.0
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more extensively retouched anifacts, less cortex, and lower densities of artifacts

discarded at sites. More expedient lithic use tended to generate comparatively

larger, fewer retouched artifacts (with less-intensive retouch), with more cortex,

and higher quantities ofdiscarded lithics at sites.

Mobility, or the lack thereof, is a major contributing factor to the motphoiogy

and use of lithic tools. The strongest connection between mobiiify and lithic

patterning is in the availability of rarv material. \\4ren peopie are highl-v mobile,

there is less opportunity to procure raw material. The conneclion between

curation ancl mobility u'as originaliy noted b.v Binford (1973) atd elaborated on

and empirically supported by subsequent work (Barnforth and Becker 2000; Kuhn

i992; Nelson 1991; Parry and Kelly 1987; Shott 1996)'

Strong differences benveen Paleolithic and Neolithic seftlement make the

Penaguila Valley a logical choice for detailed analysis of pattems of curation and

expediency in lithic technology to understand changes in mobility pattems across

the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary. We follow the method proposed by Barton

and Riel-salvatore (Barton 1998; Riel-Salvatore and Bafion 2004), modified for

surface assemblages. This strategy is advantageous in that comparisons of stone

tool assemblages can be rnade across temporal and spatial boundaries, despite

differences in typological systematics. As originally described, this method

compared afiifact volumetric density with relative fi'equency of retouched pieces

within assemblages. However, for the surface assembiages in the present analysis

it was necessary to use surface area instead of excavated sediment volunle. With

these modified variables, scatterplots were generated plotting the independent

variable of artifact density against the dependent variable of tool ftequencl'.

To the extent that mobility practices and site occupation duration are driving

variability in lithic artifacts, it is expected that assemblages will be distributed

along a continuum ilom curated (low volumetric density and high retouch

frequency) to expedient (high volumetric density and low retouch fiequency). if

regression coefficients are strong, indicating a close fit with the expectedpattern,

then retouch fiequency alone can be used as a proxy for curation. Size and cortex

were aiso exarnined as additional evidence ofvariation in curation patterns.

The scatterplots in Figure 5 were generated to compare fetouch flequency

with artifact density. For each time period, these variables are reasonably well

corelated, with correlation coefficietrts below -0.5. This means that differences

in retouched tool ffequency can serve as a proxy for curation behavior'

Figure 6 presents the tool frequency per time period. As is apparent, there is

a distinct decrease in retouch frequency (and, hence, in lithic curation behaviors)

during the Neolithic. A Wilcoxon signed-ranl,i test confitmed this pattern (Table

1). There are lo significant differences within the Paleoiithic phases, but each

Paleolithic phase is significantly different fforn each Neolithic phase. When

assemblages are combined into Paleolithic and Neolithic groups (Figure 7), the

p value is even lower (p : 0.0000043), indicating that lithic curation is tnore

characteristic of Paleolithic assemblages than Neolithic ones.

The results of analyses of size and cofiex are consistent with the patterns

of retouci.r frequency. Table 2 presents the average lithic size and cortex

percentage per surve)i patch for each time period in the Penaguila Valley. Again,
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Figure 6. Box plot ofretouch frequency

of tithic artifacts per time period from the
Penaguiia Valley on a logarithmic sca1e.

MP Paleol i th ic Neol i th ic

Figure 7. Box plot ofretouch frequency
ofall lithic artifacts from the

Penaguila Valley separated ilto
Paleolithic and Neolithic time periods.

Frequency plotted on a logarithmic
scale rvithp : 0.0000043.

TABLE I

Two-sided probability from a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for 'otool" frequency

in each t ime period, These numbers represent the probabil i ty that the

two samples being compared derive from the same populat ion.

Middle Upper
Paleolithic Paleolithic

Late Upper Early Late
Paleolithic Neolithic Neolithic

Middle Paleolithic

Upper Paleolithic

Late Upper Paleolithic

Early Neolithic

Late Neolithic

1.00

0.1 8

0. 12 0.55 1 .00

1.00

0.02 0.0r

0.07 0.03

0.00

0.02

r .00

0.02 1.00

the three Paieolithic time periods (M, EUP, and LUP) resemble each other,

whereas a change is apparent with the Neolithic, particularly the Late Neolithic.

Neolithic assemblages overall show more codex remaining on artifacts; they

also dernonstrate more variety in their locations of discard. Some artifacts were

disposed of after having been highiy recycled, while others were abandoned early

in the use-life sequeltce. Overall, Neolithic artifacts are larger and retain more

cofiex than those used by Paleoiithic inhabitants of the Penaguila Valley. Again

these differences are supported, though less strongly than in the retouch analysis,

by Wilcoxon sigred-rank tests. Although these results, like those of the settlement

intensity anal_vsis, are not surprising, they represent fundamental concepts that

needed empirical confitmation.

-f-T
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TABLE 2
Average size and cortex values for lithic artifacts from

each time period in the Penaguila Valley.

l'ime Period Size ( l -4) Cortex Code (1-3)

N{iddle Paleolithic

Upper Paleolithic

Late Upper Paleolithic

Early Neoli thic

Late Neolithic

1.45

|.46

| .46

t4)

r .54

1.26
1nn

144

t .3 t

1.29

Size rvas coded as {bl lerws: I  (< 2cnr) .2 (2-4 cm).3 (4-8 cn),4 (> 8 cm).  Crrr tex rvas coded I
(0-10% cortex remaining)" 2 (10-50% cortex remainin-e).3 (ntore than 509i, ct'rrtex remaining).
Averaged codes onl1, rnclude materials from survey patches that yielded artifacts solel,v attributable
to that tinle period.

EXCAVATED SITE COMPARISON

ln-depth sfudies at five prehistoric settlements provide a rrrore detaiied picture
of the organizational shifts that characterized human response to Holocene
environlnental changes. Occupational histories at sites located rvithin the survey
valley margins can confirrn and enhance analysis of the survey data. Cova
Beneito, Encantada, and Alt del Punx6 are located in the Seryis Valley; Cova de
la Falguera is in the Polop Valley; and Mas d'ls is in the Penaguila Valley. Cova
Beneito and Cova de la Faiguera are rockshelter sites; the others are opeu-air
localities. These sites display variable occupationai persistence across multiple
time periods, but none have evidence of continued occupation fiom the Tenninal
Pleistocene into the mid-Holocene.

Cova Beneito is a small shelter in the Siera Benicadell that marks the northem
margins of the Serpis Valley. Its long occupational sequence spans much of the
Llpper Paleolithic, but evidence of occupation foliowing the Late Pleistocene is
minimal (Barton 1988; Domdnech Faus 200-5;lturbe et al. 1993).

Encantada, located on a high terrace above the confluence of the Barranc
de ia Encantada and the Rio Serpis, has an intensive Terminal Pleistocene
occupation (Barton et ai. 2004; Garcia Puchol et al. 2001). Human use of
the locale extended into the early Flolocene as evidenced by a Mesolithic
asserrblage. Horvever, this rvas followed by an occupational hiatus that may
have lasted until post-Roman times, although there are Clhalcolithic or Bronze
Age materials in a rockshelter above the site (but these may be from a burial,
rather than representing an occupation). Also in the Serpis Valley, the site of Alt
del Pfnxo, located on an old alluvial fan of the Rio de Agres, lacks evidence of
Late Paleolithic use even though the surface has been stable since the Middle
Pleistocene at least. It has limited eariy Holocene occupation, foliowed by a
hiatus. Following this, there is evidence for more or less continuous use from
the Late Neolithic (ca. 4,2A0 cal ec) onward (Barton er al. 2A04'^ Garcia Puchol
and Molina Balaguer 1999; Garcia Puchol et al. 2008).
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Cova de la Falguera, in the middle reaches of the Barranc de Coves callyon,

opens onto the Polop Valley. The rockshelter was initially occupied by Mesolithic

hunters. With a few, brief interruptions, the site continued to be occupied by

Neolithic and Chalcolithic herders (Garcia Puchol 20051 Garcia Puchol and Aura

Tortosa 2006). There is no evidence of Pleistocene human presence at Mas d'Is.

although evidence of Mesolithic occupation was recently discovered nearby. This

occupation was founded at the beginning of the Neolithic, and the site contirrued

into the Bronze Age (Barton et al. 2004; Bernabeu Auban et al' 2003' 2006;

Bemabeu Auban and orozco Krihler 2005). Although some especially favored

cave and rockshelter sites evidence repeated human use across the Pleistocene-

Holocene ffansition, ftom the Late Paleolithic well into the Neolithic, these seem

to have been more the exception than the rule. Most localities with evidence of

especially intensive human use (probably campsites, fanns, and hamlets) were

either occupied in the Pleistocene-with use extenditrs into the Early Holocene

occasionally, as at Encantada--or in the Holocene, with significant hutnan use

beginning with the Mesolithic or Neolithic. This shift in landscape use seems more

to do with adjustments to the new environmental circumstances of the Hoiocene

than the subsequent socioeconomic ffansition from foraging to farming, though

the latter had equally significant consequences for land use (Barton et a1.20A4;

Bemabeu et al. 20A6; Garcia Puchol 2005).

CONCLUSION

Although Mediterranean Spain was far from the glacial iandscapes of nor-therr

Europe, the Pleistocene-Holocene transition seems to mark a significant change

in its hurnan ecology. While the trends determined by this analysis are at tirnes

unspecific, they are broad in their implications. Some changes, such as decreases

in lithic curation and increases in lithic accumulation rates, may be a result of

reduced mobilitv accompanying the appearance/adoption of farming. However,

most of the observed changes seem more closely associated rvith responses to the

onset of global rvarming that rve call the Hoiocene. The fact that humans rvere

organized in small groups, the landscape was sparsely populated compared r'vith

the present, and (initially at least) hurnans continued to subsist on wild plants

and animals across the Pleistocene-Holocene transition makes the shifts in land-

use pattems seen in the archaeological record all the more dramatic. Human

populations in this region today (and throughout most of the globe) are much

higher and more denseiy packed, precluding the kinds of land-use reorganization

that characterized early Holocene response to environmental change. In this sense,

our options for responding to the ciimatic changes that we face in the coming

century appear much more limited. We r.vould do well to study and heed the

lessons of the people of Mediterranean Spain who survived the Holocene crisis.
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